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Abstract

Cross-domain sentiment classification refers to utilizing useful knowledge in the source domain to help sentiment classification in the target domain which has few or no labeled
data. Most existing methods mainly concentrate on extracting common features between domains. Unfortunately, they
cannot fully consider the effects of the aspect (e.g., the battery life in reviewing an electronic product) information of the
sentences. In order to better solve this problem, we propose
an Interactive Attention Transfer Network (IATN) for crossdomain sentiment classification. IATN provides an interactive
attention transfer mechanism, which can better transfer sentiment across domains by incorporating information of both
sentences and aspects. Specifically, IATN comprises two attention networks, one of them is to identify the common features between domains through domain classification, and the
other aims to extract information from the aspects by using
the common features as a bridge. Then, we conduct interactive attention learning for those two networks so that both
the sentences and the aspects can influence the final sentiment representation. Extensive experiments on the Amazon
reviews dataset and crowdfunding reviews dataset not only
demonstrate the effectiveness and universality of our method,
but also give an interpretable way to track the attention information for sentiment.
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The appearance of the
PC looks good, but the
battery life is too short.

The appearance of this
dress looks nice, and
the fabric is not bad.

Figure 1: Aspects in different domains. For computer, there
are “appearance” and “battery life” aspects; for cloth, there
are “appearance” and “fabric” aspects.

To learn the emotion of the sentences from unlabeled
data, cross-domain sentiment classification has been proposed as a promising direction. It uses effectual information in the source domain (with sufficient labeled data) to
help sentiment classification in the target domain (with few
or no labeled data). As it is crucial for reducing the reliance on the massive amount of labeled data and significant for domains which are lack of labels, much research
attention has been attracted from both academia and industry. In the literature, many methods have been proposed
to solve the cross-domain sentiment classification problem (Blitzer, McDonald, and Pereira 2006; Pan et al. 2010;
Chen et al. 2012), especially various solutions for learning shared features have been designed. The shared features
were usually assumed as words with high co-occurrence in
both domains which are regarded as the good predictors of
source domain labels.
Recently, with the rapid development of deep learning techniques, researchers proposed many neural network
based methods to automatically capture the shared sentiment
features across domains (Glorot, Bordes, and Bengio 2011;
Chen et al. 2012; Li et al. 2017; 2018b). However, most of
the previous efforts ignore the characteristics which do not
express the sentiment directly, such as the individual modeling of the aspect. As Figure 1 shows, there are two reviews
“The appearance of the PC looks good, but the battery life
is too short” and “The appearance of this dress looks nice,

Introduction
Sentiment analysis, which aims to identify the overall emotional label (i.e., positive or negative) of the sentences, has
attracted more and more research attention in recent years.
Traditional sentiment classification methods usually perform well on label-rich data (Wang et al. 2014; Tripathy,
Agrawal, and Rath 2016). However, in practice, there still
exists a huge amount of insufficiently labeled data, where the
traditional methods are hard to be utilized. For example, the
reviews on the prevalent e-commerce platforms (e.g., Amazon) often contain score option, which can reflect the sentiment labels of the reviews. But in some specialized applications such as crowdfunding platforms (Zhao et al. 2017a),
(e.g., Indiegogo.com), nearly all the project reviews do not
have sentiment labels.
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Denoising Autoencoder (mSDA) model which aimed to improve the speed and scalability on high-dimensional data.
However, all the methods mentioned above need to manually
select some information such as shared or unshared features
between the source domain and the target domain.
In recent years, many researchers have studied the neural network-based domain adaptation solutions. For example, Yu and Jiang (Yu and Jiang 2016) proposed two auxiliary tasks to learn sentence embedding based on Convolutional Neural Network (Kim 2014). Ganin et al. (Ganin
et al. 2016) added adversarial mechanism into the training
of deep neural networks, which called Domain-Adversarial
Neural Network (DANN). Li et al. (Li et al. 2017) proposed an Adversarial Memory Network (AMN) that automatically identified common features by applying attention
mechanisms and adversarial training. Hierarchical Attention
Transfer Network (HATN) was proposed by Li et al. (Li et
al. 2018b) which paid attention to word-level and sentencelevel sentiment at the same time. The above works have recognized the importance of shared features and developed
various methods to improve transfer efficiency through two
main tasks like domain classification and sentiment classification. Unfortunately, they have not paid enough attention
to the effects of “aspects” (Wang et al. 2016) in the crossdomain sentiment classification task.
Aspect Extraction. Aspect extraction is one of the key tasks
in sentiment analysis and has been widely studied in recent
years. It aims to extract entity aspects on which opinions
have been expressed (Hu and Liu 2004). Currently, there
are many outstanding works in the area of aspect extraction,
but it has not been applied to improve the effect of crossdomain sentiment classification yet. Li et al. (Li et al. 2018a)
proposed an aspect extraction framework by exploiting the
opinion summary and the aspect detection history. We apply
their model to process our data and extract all the aspects in
the reviews.
Attention Mechanism. In the conventional neural networks, encoding the whole input into one feature vector
without considering special words usually leads to unsatisfactory classification. In order to solve this problem, attention mechanism has been successfully exploited in various
natural language processing tasks, such as machine translation (Tu et al. 2017), sentiment analysis (Ma et al. 2017; Ma,
Peng, and Cambria 2018) and question prediction (Huang et
al. 2017). Besides, the interactive attention mechanism has
been proved to be better than the traditional mechanism because of its effectiveness in extracting powerful features at
related domains (Zhang et al. 2017).

and the fabric is not bad”. The aspect “appearance” appears in both reviews but has different importance in the two
domains. Specifically, on electronics (e.g., PC) domain, the
other aspect “battery life” affects the sentiment of the review
much greater than “appearance”. Although the first review is
positive on the aspect of appearance, it is still negative overall because the battery life is not satisfying. From this example, we can conclude two main characters of aspects. First,
different aspects in the same domain may have different importance. Aspect with a heavier weight affects the sentiment
of sentences greater. Second, different domains may share
the same aspects. These shared aspects can help us extract
more common knowledge between the source and the target
domain, and further help to determine the focus in the transfer process. Thus, it is necessary to specifically exploit the
aspects of cross-domain sentiment classification.
With the above analysis, we propose an Interactive Attention Transfer Network (IATN) model based on LongShort Term Memory networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Huang, Xu, and Yu 2015). IATN models sentences and aspects independently and conducts an interactive learning to them. First, IATN makes use of the interactive information from sentences to supervising modeling
aspects, which is helpful to judge the across-domain sentiment. Second, IATN utilizes the attention mechanism associated with the aspects to get important information from
the sentences and compute ultimate representation for sentiment classification. Finally, by concatenating both the sentence representation and the aspect representation, we can
improve the effectiveness of cross-domain sentiment classification. In summary, the main contributions of our work can
be summarized as follows.
• For the first time, we propose to make cross-domain sentiment classification by integrating the sentence and aspect
representation interactively.
• We propose a novel IATN method which associates with
aspects. It utilizes the interactive attention mechanism to
get important information from both the sentence and aspect for the sentiment classification task.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world
datasets. The experimental results clearly validate that our
method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.

Related Work
The related works can be classified into three categories: domain adaptation, aspect extraction and attention mechanism.
Domain Adaptation. Domain adaptation such as crossdomain sentiment classification is a hot topic in natural language processing, which has been well studied over the
decades. Among them, Blitzer et al. (Blitzer, McDonald,
and Pereira 2006) proposed a representative study called
Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL), which mainly
utilized multiple shared features to predict tasks. Pan et
al. (Pan et al. 2010) proposed Spectral Feature Alignment
(SFA) algorithms to solve the feature mismatch problem by
aligning domain-specific words with the help of domainindependent words. Glorot et al. (Glorot, Bordes, and Bengio 2011; Chen et al. 2012) proposed a Marginal Stacking

Interactive Attention Transfer Network
In this section, we first present the problem of cross-domain
sentiment classification, followed by an overview of the
model. Then we introduce the technical details of IATN.

Problem Definition
In this paper, we focus on cross-domain sentiment classification. We assume that there are two domains, Ds is the
source domain and Dt is the target domain. We further as5774
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Hidden State Learning. After word embedding, we adopt
LSTM to learn hidden states because it performs well in
learning long-term dependencies and can effectively solve
gradient vanishing and expansion problems. Formally, given
the word embedding of sentences es = {e1s , e2s , e3s ...ens }
as the input, LSTM updates the cell vector sequence c =
{c1 , c2 , c3 ...cn } and hidden state h = {h1 , h2 , h3 ...hn }
from t = 1 to n. After the initialization, at t-th interaction
step, the hidden state ht of each interaction is updated by the
previous hidden state ht−1 and the current sentences embedding vector ets as:
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Figure 2: The flowchart overview of our work.
sume that we are given a set of labeled training data Xls =
Nl

s
s
{xis , ysi }i=1
and unlabeled training data Xus = {xjs }N
j=N l +1

Nsl

Nsu

it = δ(Wei ets + Whi ht−1 + bbi ) ,
ft = δ(Wef et + Whf ht−1 + bbf ) ,

s

from the source domain, where
and
are the number of labeled data and all data, respectively. Also, we have
a set of unlabeled data from the target domain, denoted by
t
Xt = {xjt }N
j=1 , where Nt is the number of unlabeled data.
Note that each item (e.g., review) at both domains consists of n words marked as s = {ws1 , ws2 , ws3 ...wsn } and
their aspect sequence contains m words marked as a =
{wa1 , wa2 , wa3 ...wam }. The goal of cross-domain sentiment
classification is to train a robust model based on labeled and
unlabeled data in the source domain and adopt it to predict
the unlabeled data in the target domain.

s

ct = ft · ct−1 + it · τ (Wec ets + Whc ht−1 + bbc ) , (1)
ot = δ(Weo et + Who ht−1 + bbo ) ,
s

ht = ot · tanh(ct ) ,
where it , ft and ot are the input, forget and output gates at
t-th step respectively. ets is the embedding sentence vector.
ct is the cell memory and ht is the output. δ(·) is non-linear
activation function which is stated as sigmoid in this paper. Dot · denotes the element-wise multiplication between
vectors. W∗ denotes weight matrices, bb∗ is the bias vectors.
They are all optimized in the training by the network.
After this layer, the sentence representation is transformed
from word embedding vectors to the semantic sentence hidden states (i.e., hs = {h1s , h2s , h3s ...hns }), which is the final word representation for sentences. Similarly, we use
the same method to obtain the aspect hidden states (i.e.,
ha = {h1a , h2a , h3a ...hm
a }) for all aspects of the sentences.
Pooling Operation. After getting the hidden state representations of sentences and aspects, we need to make them interactive. We adopt the pooling method, which is a form of
non-linear down-sampling to reduce the spatial size of the
representation and retain important features. Thus, we can
prepare for the interaction of sentence hidden features and
aspect hidden features. There are several non-linear functions to implement pooling, among which mean pooling
works better in practice. Here, we adopt it to calculate the
sentence pooling vector (i.e., hps ) and the aspect pooling vector (i.e., hpa ) through the following equations:

An Overview of IATN
As shown in Figure 2, our approach is modeled with information from sentences (i.e., reviews) and aspects simultaneously. In this study, we apply the existing work (Li et al.
2018a) to extract all aspects of the sentence. After obtaining the aspects, we utilize all data in the source domain and
the target domain for training domain classifier. Meanwhile,
we apply source labeled data for training sentiment classifier. Finally, with the shared features from both domains, we
predict the sentiment label for the target domain data.

Components of IATN
In this subsection, we will introduce the framework of IATN
in technical details. As shown in Figure 3, IATN mainly contains two parts, i.e., the sentence network referred as S-net
which is mainly for domain classification and the aspect network referred as A-net which is mainly for aspect learning.
S-net and A-net have similar structures for word embedding,
hidden state learning and pooling operation. While, after the
pooling layer, S-net and A-net adopt an interactive attention
mechanism jointly. Finally, the output of S-net is sent to the
domain classifier and both of the outputs are sent to the sentiment classifier. In the following, we introduce the components of IATN successively.
Word Embedding. In order to represent sentences, we need
to map each word into a low-dimensional real-value vector.
Word embedding (Bengio et al. 2003) is a kind of required
mapping methods, which can be regarded as a functional
part of a neural network or a language model pre-trained
from proper corpus. Here we choose the pre-training method
and take each word as input to get the sentences embedding
vectors es = {e1s , e2s , e3s ...ens }. Similarly, the aspects are also
embedded as vectors ea = {e1a , e2a , e3a ...em
a }.

hps =

n
X
i=1

his / n ,

hpa =

m
X

hia / m .

(2)

i=1

Interactive Word Attention. As we discussed before, each
word has a different influence on the representation of the
sentences. As shown in Figure 1, compared to the electronic
product domain, “appearance” may play a more important
role in dress domain. Even in the same review of PC, “appearance” and “battery life” have different effects on the ultimate sentiment classification goal. Therefore, it is necessary to qualify the contributions of each word and learn the
special representation for it. Fortunately, attention mechanisms can highlight different parts of the input by assigning
weights to encoding vectors in each step of text representation. As we mentioned above, we consider the impact of
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where γ is the score function which is different from Eq.(5).
We adopt spot multiplication (·) rather than simple connection. Because we assume that the pooling feature hps contains
emotional features and domain shared features. In this way,
we can develop sentiment tendencies of different aspects.
The score function γ and ultimate aspects representation Ar
are formalized as follows:

Aspect Attention

Pooling
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Word Embedding

Word Embedding

The appearance of the PC
looks good, but the battery
life is short.

appearance,
battery life

S-net

0

hi

γ(hia , hps ) = tanh(hia · hps · Wa + bba ) ,
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Ar =

the aspects of the sentences, which can provide more information to represent the final sentiment features. Thus, we
take a pair of sentences (i.e., hs = {h1s , h2s , h3s ...hns }) and its
aspects (i.e., hpa ) to describe the attention process. With the
representation of those two feature vectors, we can simply
connect them to one vector (i.e., his = {h1s , h2s , h3s ...hns , hpa },
here we denote hn+1
= hpa ). Then with the following fors
mula, we can generate the attention vector αi :
(3)

where γ is score function which is defined as:
(4)

n+1
X

αi his .

(8)

∂G(x)
= −λI .
(9)
∂x
Then we deal with the sentence representation Sr through
the GRL as G(Sr ) = Ser and then feed it to the softmax
layer as domain classification:
G(x) = x ,

Ws and bbs are weight matrix and bias matrix respectively.
tanh is a non-linear function. Particularly, the attention
weight αi greatly enhances the explanatory ability of IATN.
It enables us to extract words with high sentiment scores,
which is helpful for sentiment cross-domain transfer. In the
experiments, we will conduct a deep analysis on attention
results to specific words.
After computing the word attention weights, we can get
the sentence representation with its auxiliary aspects. Then
the final expression is:
Sr =

βi hia .

Until now, we get the sentence representation and the aspect representation by interacting with them. Then we will
take them into the following tasks.
Domain Classifier. The domain classifier aims to learn
cross-domain sentiment feature representations, where the
inputs are the source domain data and target domain data.
In detail, we utilize all the data Xs and Xt to do domain
classification, which predicts the domain labels of the samples. Meantime, we use the labeled data Xls in the source
domain to do sentiment classification. However, the goal of
the common training process is to minimize the classification error, i.e., to distinguish the two domains as accurately
as possible. Differently, our intention is to learn common
features which the domain classifier cannot discriminate between domains. To solve this problem, we add the Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) (Ganin and Lempitsky 2014;
Ganin et al. 2016) to reverse the gradient direction in the
training process. Through the domain classifier, we can get
invariance features which are domain shared and sentiment
sensitive.
Mathematically, we can formally treat the gradient reversal layer as a “pseudo-function”, which is defined by
two incompatible equations describing its forward and backpropagation behaviors:

Figure 3: The framework of IATN.

γ(his ) = tanh(his · Ws + bbs ) ,

m
X

(7)

i=1

A-net

exp(γ(his ))
αi = Pn+1
,
i
j=1 exp(γ(hs ))

(6)

0
yd = sof tmax(Wd Ser + bbd ) .

(10)

Sentiment Classifier. The sentiment classifier focuses on
mining the information of aspects in sentences. Many efforts have proved that aspects are crucial for classification
tasks (Wang et al. 2016). We presume that the coordination
of aspects and sentences can enhance the performance of
sentiment classification. For example, as shown in Figure 1,
not only the aspect “appearance” has specific effects on
these two reviews, but also “appearance” and “battery life”
make unique contribution to the same sentence. Thus, we

(5)

i=1

Similarly, for the aspects, we use the same method to generate the final representation with its auxiliary sentence hidden
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0.1
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Common aspect

80%

78%

74%
64%

54%

Table 1: Statistics of datasets after pre-processing.
Testing set percentage
Domains
# Train
# Test
# Unlabel

Unique aspect

55%
46%

45%
36%
22%

B

D

B

E

B

Books
DVD
Electronics
Kitchen

26%

20%

K

D

E

D

K

E

K

Figure 4: Top-100 aspects analysis between domains.

For the reliability and authority of experimental results, we
use the Amazon reviews dataset, which has been widely
used for cross-domain sentiment classification. Meanwhile,
we make the necessary pre-processing as follows. First, we
choose the reviews data from four domains: Book (B), DVD
(D), Electronics (E) and Kitchen appliances (K). Each of
the domains contains 6,000 labeled data, in which there are
3,000 positive reviews (higher than 3 stars) and 3,000 negative reviews (lower than 3 stars). Additionally, the dataset
also contains lots of unlabeled data. Here we randomly select 8,000 unlabeled reviews from each domain as training
data. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of dataset after preprocessing.

(11)

Training Strategy
Different from the traditional methods, IATN has two tasks,
i.e., domain classification and sentiment classification. Thus,
our training process comprises two parts.
• Individual Attention Learning. The cross-domain sentiment classifier needs to learn the domain-shared feature
representations which contribute to sentiment classification. In order to achieve this objective, we design the two
tasks, i.e., domain classification and sentiment classification. We introduce cross-entropy loss functions for training these two classifiers respectively:

Hyperparameters Setting
In our experiments, all word embeddings from sentences
and aspects are initialized as 200-dimension vectors by
word2vec (Goldberg and Levy 2014). The dimensions of
word embeddings, attention vectors and LSTM hidden states
are set to 200, 64 and 64 respectively. All weight matrices are randomly initialized by a uniform distribution
U(−0.01, 0.01), and all biases are set to zeros. For the performance of IATN, we finally set the coefficient of l2 normalization, the learning rate and the dropout rate as 10−4 ,
10−3 and 0.25.
The aspect words are not given in the training data directly. Therefore, we need to extract every aspect word of the
sentences so that we can make full use of the aspect information. For each sentence S (i.e., ws1 , ws2 ...wsn ), we extract
their aspect sequence with m words as A (i.e., wa1 , wa2 ...wam ).
As shown in Figure 4, we also extract the top 100 most frequently occurring aspects in each domain and analyze the
similar proportions of them between domains. After all the
data is processed, we conduct the cross-domain experiments
between every two domains, which means we have 12 classification tasks: B→D, B→E, B→K, D→B, D→E, D→K,
E→B, E→D, E→K, K→B, K→D, K→E. For example, the
notation “B→D” represents the task which transfers from
the source domain B to the target domain D.

l

Ns
0
0
1 X
=− l
y lnys + (1 − ys )ln(1 − ys ) , (12)
Ns i=1 s

Ldom = −

Nd
0
0
1 X
yd lnyd + (1 − yd )ln(1 − yd ) , (13)
Nd i=1

where ys and yd denote the ground truth, Nsl denotes the
data which come from labeled source domain, Nd denotes
all data from source and target domain.
• Interactive Attention Learning. Based on the above individual attention learning results, we also conduct interactive attention learning for them to optimize the parameters of both tasks simultaneously. In order to avoid overfitting, we add the squared regularization and combine
them into an entire objective function:
L = Lsen + Ldom + ρLreg ,

8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000

Dataset Preparation

where the symbol ⊕ represent the connection of vectors.

Lsen

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Experiments

propose that the weights of aspects should be computed in
order to capture their sentiment tendency. Finally, we combine sentence representation and aspect representation for
sentiment classification:
0
ys = sof tmax(Ws · [Sr ⊕ Ar ] + bbs ) .

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

(14)

where Lreg is the regularization which can avoid overfitting, and ρ is the regularization parameter. The training
goal is to minimize L with respect to the model parameters except the GRL training part which will be maximized. Additionally, all the parameters are optimized by
the standard back-propagation algorithm (LeCun, Bengio,
and Hinton 2015).

Benchmark Methods
• Naive is a non-domain-adaptive method which is trained
in the source domain and predicts in target domain directly. It is designed based on LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber 1997).
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Table 2: Sentiment classification accuracy on the Amazon reviews dataset.
(a) Book →

(b) DVD →

Tasks

Benchmarks

(c) Electronics →

Tasks

(d) Kitchen →

Tasks

Tasks

Avg

B→D

B→E

B→K

D→B

D→E

D→K

E→B

E→D

E→K

K→B

K→D

K→E

Naive
SCL
SFA
mSDA
DANN
CNN-a
AMN
HATN
HATNh

0.786
0.807
0.813
0.819
0.832
0.843
0.855
0.858
0.861

0.752
0.763
0.776
0.783
0.764
0.810
0.824
0.853
0.857

0.737
0.771
0.785
0.789
0.790
0.813
0.811
0.849
0.852

0.756
0.782
0.788
0.783
0.805
0.829
0.846
0.858
0.863

0.734
0.754
0.758
0.770
0.796
0.803
0.812
0.849
0.856

0.767
0.779
0.786
0.793
0.814
0.819
0.827
0.853
0.862

0.696
0.716
0.724
0.738
0.735
0.749
0.766
0.808
0.810

0.722
0.745
0.754
0.761
0.786
0.793
0.827
0.838
0.840

0.787
0.817
0.825
0.837
0.841
0.843
0.857
0.868
0.879

0.686
0.713
0.724
0.730
0.752
0.779
0.805
0.824
0.833

0.723
0.752
0.758
0.755
0.776
0.803
0.812
0.841
0.845

0.807
0.818
0.825
0.831
0.843
0.855
0.867
0.868
0.870

0.746
0.768
0.776
0.782
0.794
0.811
0.825
0.847
0.851

IATNn
IATN

0.854
0.868

0.849
0.865

0.838
0.859

0.848
0.870

0.855
0.869

0.839
0.858

0.768
0.818

0.825
0.841

0.859
0.887

0.828
0.847

0.835
0.844

0.864
0.876

0.837
0.859

• SCL (Blitzer, McDonald, and Pereira 2006) is a linear
method, which aims to solve feature mismatch problem
by aligning domain common and unique features.
• SFA (Pan et al. 2010) is a method which aims to build
a bridge between the source and the target domains by
aligning common and unique features.
• mSDA (Chen et al. 2012) is proposed to automatically
learn a unified feature representation for sentences from a
large amount of data in all the domains.
• DANN (Chen et al. 2012) is based on the adversarial training. DANN performs domain adaptation with the representation encoded in a 5000-dimension feature vector.
• CNN-aux (Yu and Jiang 2016) is based on Convolutional
Neural Network (Kim 2014) and makes use of two auxiliary tasks to help inducing sentence embedding.
• AMN (Li et al. 2017) is a method which learns domainshared representations based on memory networks and
adversarial training.
• HATN&HATNh (Li et al. 2018b) are hierarchical attention networks to focus on both the word level and the sentence level sentiment. The former one does not contain the
hierarchical positional encoding and the latter one does.

Book-pos Example:
This story captivated me right from the outset, as Vivian vague of
memory . Her scenes are drawn in sensitively described and insightful
detail, and she is a very realistically portrayed .
Book-neg Example:
I am not sure whatever possessed me to buy this book . Honestly ,
it was a complete waste of free time . To quote a friend , it
you dollar . If you are a fan
was not the best use of my entertainment
of pedestrian writing , lack-luster plots and hackneyed character
development , this is your book .
Dvd-pos Example:
An amazing film ! When seeing this movie’s poster , i was not too
excited , but when watching it realized how awesome it really is . Not
only it’s story is well laid out , but the amount of special effects ,
great scences and good actors .
Dvd-neg Example:
The acting was good . The pace was adequate . However , the plot
was predictable . The movie content just reeks of the intelligent thriller
syndrome . Clive’s character kept calling this the perfect robbery . I’m
still don’t understand what Jody Foster’s character brings to the plot .

Figure 5: Attention visualization of the aspect words for sentiment classification in B→ D task.

manually selecting common features, which means the features learned by them are limited. The neural network-based
methods have made great improvements compared with the
traditional ones, which come to 85.1%. IATN outperforms
the state-of-art methods by reaching 85.9% because we extract and make full use of the aspect and sentence information. In order to demonstrate the effects of aspect more intuitively, we also compare IATN with a variant without aspects
information, denoted by IATNn . The average accuracy of
IATNn is 83.7%, which is 2.2% lower than IATN. Through
the comparison between IATNn and IATN, we can conclude
that IATN with aspect information does improve the accuracy of the sentiment classification. Specifically, from the
experimental results, we can also observe that the classification accuracy between similar domains will be higher
than different domain. For example, “B↔D” task is more

Experimental Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model, we
compare IATN with other state-of-the-art methods on the
cross-domain sentiment classification task. Meanwhile, we
use classification accuracy (Stehman 1997) to evaluate the
models because our training and testing data are balanced.
The results of all methods on Amazon dataset are shown
in Table 2. From the comprehensive views, IATN model has
achieved the best performances on most tasks of this dataset.
Specifically, the Naive method performs badly at every
task because it does not use the data of the target domain
when training. The performance of traditional methods (i.e.,
SCL, SFA, mSDA) has reached to 78.2% on average, which
are still not accurate enough because they are all based on
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<latexit sha1_base64="N437KXQO4q/KveKGsz+Gva7yNcI=">AAAB8HicbVC7TgMxENzjGcIrQEljESGoIh8NlBE0lEEiD5Qckc/xJVZs38n2IUWn+woaChCi5XPo+Buc5ApIGGml0cyudnfCRHBjMf72VlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvf3KwWHLxKmmrEljEetOSAwTXLGm5VawTqIZkaFg7XB8M/XbT0wbHqt7O0lYIMlQ8YhTYp30MOpnPH/MzvJ+pYpreAa0TPyCVKFAo1/56g1imkqmLBXEmK6PExtkRFtOBcvLvdSwhNAxGbKuo4pIZoJsdnCOTp0yQFGsXSmLZurviYxIYyYydJ2S2JFZ9Kbif143tdFVkHGVpJYpOl8UpQLZGE2/RwOuGbVi4gihmrtbER0RTah1GZVdCP7iy8ukdVHzcc2/w9X6dRFHCY7hBM7Bh0uowy00oAkUJDzDK7x52nvx3r2PeeuKV8wcwR94nz/r0pB1</latexit>
sha1_base64="JDy/E+OVM1pM8t5be7B9WLlD9cQ=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2Q4KYKuzaxDJoYxnBPCRZw+xkNhkyM7vMzAph2a+wsVDE1s+xEyz8FCePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjup9Obm19Y3Mrv13Y2d3bPygeHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsZXU7/9QJVmkbw1k5j6Ag8lCxnBxkp3o37Ksvv0LOsXy27VnQGtEm9ByvVS5esbABr94kdvEJFEUGkIx1p3PTc2foqVYYTTrNBLNI0xGeMh7VoqsaDaT2cHZ+jUKgMURsqWNGim/p5IsdB6IgLbKbAZ6WVvKv7ndRMTXvgpk3FiqCTzRWHCkYnQ9Hs0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtRwYbgLb+8SlrnVc+tejc2jUuYIw8nUIIKeFCDOlxDA5pAQMAjPMOLo5wn59V5m7fmnMXMMfyB8/4D/KGSuw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="3384ueNazDSryVX5TIJH+zru/cE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgQxp7DrJR6DXjxGMA9JYpidzCZDZmaXmVkhLPsVXgQV8eqfePUm+jFOHgdNLGgoqrrp7vIjzrRx3U8ns7K6tr6R3cxtbe/s7uX3Dxo6jBWhdRLyULV8rClnktYNM5y2IkWx8Dlt+qOLid+8o0qzUF6bcUS7Ag8kCxjBxko3w17C0tvkJO3li27ZnQItE29OitVC6fur8v5Y6+U/Ov2QxIJKQzjWuu25kekmWBlGOE1znVjTCJMRHtC2pRILqrvJ9OAUHVulj4JQ2ZIGTdXfEwkWWo+FbzsFNkO96E3E/7x2bIKzbsJkFBsqyWxREHNkQjT5HvWZosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZpSzIXiLLy+TxmnZc8velU3jHGbIwhEUoAQeVKAKl1CDOhAQcA9P8Owo58F5cV5nrRlnPnMIf+C8/QAaxJRR</latexit>

h1

h2

<latexit sha1_base64="ExG92yfpXlC7gM/aji2aW3gFvzg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m86LHoxWMF0xbaUDbbSbt0swm7GyGE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6CRTDH2WiET1QqpRcIm+4UZgL1VI41BgN5zezf3uEyrNE/lo8hSDmI4ljzijxkr+ZFh4s2G94TbdBcg68UrSgBLtYf1rMEpYFqM0TFCt+56bmqCgynAmcFYbZBpTyqZ0jH1LJY1RB8Xi2Bm5sMqIRImyJQ1ZqL8nChprnceh7YypmehVby7+5/UzE90EBZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP45GXGFzIjcEsoUt7cSNqGKMmPzqdkQvNWX10nnqum5Te/BbbRuyziqcAbncAkeXEML7qENPjDg8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrRWnnDmFP3A+fwC2ho6Y</latexit>
sha1_base64="dX40VFm5C91g3I8hxIvsRzyk5Do=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7Gy2DNpYJeEkgOeLeZi9Zsrd37M4J4chvsLFQxNYfZGfjb3HzUWjig4HHezPMzAtTKQy67pdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR02TZJpxnyUy0e2QGi6F4j4KlLydak7jUPJWOLqd+q1Hro1I1D2OUx7EdKBEJBhFK/nDXu5NeuWKW3VnIKvEW5BK7aTx/QAA9V75s9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST4pdTPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPks2Mn5NwqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0y95U/M/rZBhdB7lQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzL9nPSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0+ZRsCN7yy6ukeVn13KrXsGncwBxFOIUzuAAPrqAGd1AHHxgIeIIXeHWU8+y8Oe/z1oKzmDmGP3A+fgBFLZB9</latexit>
sha1_base64="pMX5acFXv3cfPvV3Mcx/4mHFb78=">AAAB7HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujZYhNpYJmAckS5id3E2GzM4uM7NCWPINNhaK2Nr5F36BnY3f4uRRaOKBC4dz7uXee4JEcG1c98vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo6aOU8WwwWIRq3ZANQousWG4EdhOFNIoENgKRjdTv3WPSvNY3plxgn5EB5KHnFFjpcawl3mTXrHklt0ZyCrxFqRUOal/8/fqR61X/Oz2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Njt2Qs6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIy/Zz0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2BC85ZdXSfOy7Lllr27TqMIceTiFM7gAD66gArdQgwYw4PAAT/DsSOfReXFe5605ZzFzDH/gvP0Alm6SOQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gs/8WL55v5a3aFbCRMbB5zJLs3k=">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</latexit>

Owner

hi
<latexit sha1_base64="apBVtzYObQUoeW39avd4HC7sXVo=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc2WhJtLDEKksCF7C17sGFv97I7Z0Iu/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZkXpVJY9P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeG8RbTUptORC2XQvEWCpS8kxpOk0jyx2h8M/Mfn7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik66H/VFv1rz6/4cZJUEBalBgWa/+tUbaJYlXCGT1Npu4KcY5tSgYJJPK73M8pSyMR3yrqOKJtyG+fzUKTlzyoDE2rhSSObq74mcJtZOksh1JhRHdtmbif953QzjqzAXKs2QK7ZYFGeSoCazv8lAGM5QThyhzAh3K2EjaihDl07FhRAsv7xK2hf1wK8Hd36tcV3EUYYTOIVzCOASGnALTWgBgyE8wyu8edJ78d69j0VryStmjuEPvM8fRvCNxA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="yk/4uZXoj3/Kg0fWvcJBVFAcGLo=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7m1gGbSwTNB+QHHFvs5cs2ds7dueEcOQn2FgoYusvsrPxt7j5KDTxwcDjvRlm5gWJFAZd98vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo6aJU814g8Uy1u2AGi6F4g0UKHk70ZxGgeStYHQz9VuPXBsRq3scJ9yP6ECJUDCKVrob9kSvWHLL7gxklXgLUqqe1L8fAKDWK352+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ4VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScW6VPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bZm4r/eZ0Uwys/EypJkSs2XxSmkmBMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadgg3BW355lTQvy55b9uo2jWuYIw+ncAYX4EEFqnALNWgAgwE8wQu8OtJ5dt6c93lrzlnMHMMfOB8/1YiPqQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="+ejrLe9aEkqDt8OCbBZZ/+kEyys=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7Gy1DbCwTNImQHGFvM5cs2ds7dveEcOQn2FgoYmvrv/AX2Nn4W9x8FJr4YODx3gwz84JEcG1c98vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g6aOU8WwwWIRq7uAahRcYsNwI/AuUUijQGArGF5N/NY9Ks1jeWtGCfoR7UseckaNlW4GXd4tltyyOwVZJt6clCpH9W/+Xv2odYufnV7M0gilYYJq3fbcxPgZVYYzgeNCJ9WYUDakfWxbKmmE2s+mp47JqVV6JIyVLWnIVP09kdFI61EU2M6ImoFe9Cbif147NeGln3GZpAYlmy0KU0FMTCZ/kx5XyIwYWUKZ4vZWwgZUUWZsOgUbgrf48jJpnpc9t+zVbRpVmCEPx3ACZ+DBBVTgGmrQAAZ9eIAneHaE8+i8OK+z1pwznzmEP3DefgAm2JFl</latexit>

Xi

X2

SVM
LSTMone
LSTMhatn
LSTMiatn

Predicting

<latexit sha1_base64="Tz8l/+hZSguCsbakHFPzZQnbxQo=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt294Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpYIb6/vfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp+0TZJphi2WiER3I2pQcIUty63AbqqRykhgJ5rczv3OE2rDE/VopymGko4Ujzmj1kkP3QEfVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUSlWWCGtML/NSGOdWWM4GzSj8zmFI2oSPsOaqoRBPmi1Nn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nsipNGYqI9cpqR2bVW8u/uf1MhvfhDlXaWZRseWiOBPEJmT+NxlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWpVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBvV9rNIo4ynAG53AJAVxDA+6gCS1gMIJneIU3T3gv3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDLfaNsg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="2Nth70l0u28LPpwmv9L/fRYS+xg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RVPaLAbBKtzZaHlgYxnRfEByhL3NXLJkb+/Y3RPCEfAP2FgoYusvshD8K1ZuPgpNfDDweG+GmXlhKrg2rvvlFNbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VFTJ5li2GCJSFQ7pBoFl9gw3AhspwppHApshaOrqd+6R6V5Iu/MOMUgpgPJI86osdJtu8d75apbc2cgq8RbkKpf+fx+AIB6r/zR7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOCl1M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26oScWqVPokTZkobM1N8TOY21Hseh7YypGeplbyr+53UyE10GOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheMsvr5Lmec1za96NTcOHOYpwDCdwBh5cgA/XUIcGMBjAIzzDiyOcJ+fVeZu3FpzFTAX+wHn/Ab0KkFU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="J+7qQ4TRRmGAFh3xsNTOtfk2Z5A=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RVPaLAbBQsKdjZYBG8uI5gOSI+xt5pIle3vH7p4QjjT2NhaK2PqLLAT/gb/Bys1HoYkPBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1P53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aOg4VQzrLBaxagVUo+AS64Ybga1EIY0Cgc1geDnxm3eoNI/lrRkl6Ee0L3nIGTVWuml1ebdYdivuFGSZeHNSrpY+vu+/xqe1bvG904tZGqE0TFCt256bGD+jynAmcFzopBoTyoa0j21LJY1Q+9n01DE5tkqPhLGyJQ2Zqr8nMhppPYoC2xlRM9CL3kT8z2unJrzwMy6T1KBks0VhKoiJyeRv0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyoxNp2BD8BZfXiaNs4rnVrxrm0YVZsjDIRzBCXhwDlW4ghrUgUEfHuAJnh3hPDovzuusNefMZ0rwB87bD9hKkeg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="z5eVL9edz3UjLHA2P5+kwtkzBWQ=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQM2lhHNByRH2NvMJUt2947dPSEc+Qk2ForY+ovs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuZFqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bJsk0wxZLRKK7ETUouMKW5VZgN9VIZSSwE01u537nCbXhiXq00xRDSUeKx5xR66SH7qA+qFT9mr8AWSdBQapQoDmofPWHCcskKssENaYX+KkNc6otZwJn5X5mMKVsQkfYc1RRiSbMF6fOyKVThiROtCtlyUL9PZFTacxURq5TUjs2q95c/M/rZTa+CXOu0syiYstFcSaITcj8bzLkGpkVU0co09zdStiYasqsS6fsQghWX14n7Xot8GvBvV9tNIo4SnAOF3AFAVxDA+6gCS1gMIJneIU3T3gv3rv3sWzd8IqZM/gD7/MH2ouNew==</latexit>
sha1_base64="Iqq8+KHSQiw+o/4LtIS0j4ox5T4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RVPaLAbBKtylMWXAxjKi+YDkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEI+AfsLFQxNZfZCH4V6zcfBSa+GDg8d4MM/OCRAqDrvvl5DY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnLxKlmvMliGetOQA2XQvEmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+mvnte66NiNUdThLuR3SoRCgYRSvddvrVfrHsVtw5yDrxlqRcL31+PwBAo1/86A1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk8LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObfKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MqjcT//O6KYY1PxMqSZErtlgUppJgTGZ/k4HQnKGcWEKZFvZWwkZUU4Y2nYINwVt9eZ20qhXPrXg3No06LJCHUziDC/DgEupwDQ1oAoMhPMIzvDjSeXJenbdFa85ZzpTgD5z3H2mukB4=</latexit>
sha1_base64="VvO7gwlxIOqNfHLvCplE2ri4gJQ=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avaEqbxSBYSLhLo2XAxjKi+YDkCHubuWTJ3t6xuyeEI429jYUitv4iC8F/4G+wcvNRaOKDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdT2dldW19YzO3ld/e2d3bLxwcNnScKoZ1FotYtQKqUXCJdcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJz4zTtUmsfy1owS9CPalzzkjBor3bS6lW6h5JbdKcgy8eakVC1+fN9/jc9q3cJ7pxezNEJpmKBatz03MX5GleFM4DjfSTUmlA1pH9uWShqh9rPpqWNyYpUeCWNlSxoyVX9PZDTSehQFtjOiZqAXvYn4n9dOTXjhZ1wmqUHJZovCVBATk8nfpMcVMiNGllCmuL2VsAFVlBmbTt6G4C2+vEwalbLnlr1rm0YVZsjBERzDKXhwDlW4ghrUgUEfHuAJnh3hPDovzuusdcWZzxThD5y3H4TukbE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nd0OLIsnz53C89lOtBR1t8R9H68=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW8zlyzZ3Tt294Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpYIb6/vfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp+0TZJphi2WiER3I2pQcIUty63AbqqRykhgJ5rczv3OE2rDE/VopymGko4Ujzmj1kkP3UEwqNb8ur8AWSdBQWpQoDmofvWHCcskKssENaYX+KkNc6otZwJnlX5mMKVsQkfYc1RRiSbMF6fOyIVThiROtCtlyUL9PZFTacxURq5TUjs2q95c/M/rZTa+CXOu0syiYstFcSaITcj8bzLkGpkVU0co09zdStiYasqsS6fiQghWX14n7at64NeDe7/WaBRxlOEMzuESAriGBtxBE1rAYATP8ApvnvBevHfvY9la8oqZU/gD7/MH2QeNeg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="DIURhOzWaNQVrQFO8RofRwV52qU=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RVPaLAbBKtzZaHlgYxnRfEByhL3NXLJkb+/Y3RPCEfAP2FgoYusvshD8K1ZuPgpNfDDweG+GmXlhKrg2rvvlFNbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VFTJ5li2GCJSFQ7pBoFl9gw3AhspwppHApshaOrqd+6R6V5Iu/MOMUgpgPJI86osdJtu+f1ylW35s5AVom3IFW/8vn9AAD1Xvmj209YFqM0TFCtO56bmiCnynAmcFLqZhpTykZ0gB1LJY1RB/ns1Ak5tUqfRImyJQ2Zqb8nchprPY5D2xlTM9TL3lT8z+tkJroMci7TzKBk80VRJohJyPRv0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2RD8JZfXiXN85rn1rwbm4YPcxThGE7gDDy4AB+uoQ4NYDCAR3iGF0c4T86r8zZvLTiLmQr8gfP+A2gqkB0=</latexit>
sha1_base64="8exluLnHNA6v7wA8rFSEP0L/m+g=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RVPaLAbBQsKdjZYBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQjjT2NhaK2PqLLAT/gb/Bys1HoYkPBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6n05uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNEycasbrLJaxbgXUcCkUr6NAyVuJ5jQKJG8Gw8uJ37zj2ohY3eIo4X5E+0qEglG00k2r63WLZbfiTkGWiTcn5Wrp4/v+a3xa6xbfO72YpRFXyCQ1pu25CfoZ1SiY5ONCJzU8oWxI+7xtqaIRN342PXVMjq3SI2GsbSkkU/X3REYjY0ZRYDsjigOz6E3E/7x2iuGFnwmVpMgVmy0KU0kwJpO/SU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObTsGG4C2+vEwaZxXPrXjXNo0qzJCHQziCE/DgHKpwBTWoA4M+PMATPDvSeXRenNdZa86Zz5TgD5y3H4NqkbA=</latexit>

Vi

…

<latexit sha1_base64="eCyPV5LKHeCmjpUqZgG5Dfn4nFw=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRc5Ej04hETCyTQkO0yhQ3bbbO7NSENv8GLB43x6g/y5r9xgR4UfMkkL+/NZGZemAqujet+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrW0UmmGPosEYnqhVSj4BJ9w43AXqqQxqHAbji9W/jdJ1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5k2HemA+rNbfuLkE2iVeQGhRoD6tfg1HCshilYYJq3ffc1AQ5VYYzgfPKINOYUjalY+xbKmmMOsiXx87JlVVGJEqULWnIUv09kdNY61kc2s6Ymole9xbif14/M1EzyLlMM4OSrRZFmSAmIYvPyYgrZEbMLKFMcXsrYROqKDM2n4oNwVt/eZN0GnXPrXsPbq11W8RRhgu4hGvw4AZacA9t8IEBh2d4hTdHOi/Ou/Oxai05xcw5/IHz+QO4C46Z</latexit>
sha1_base64="X78G3COXAanjqP+qk+U/E1fdiQs=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIW7NFoGbSwT8BIhOeLeZi9Zsrd37M4J4chvsLFQxNYfZGfjb3HzUWjig4HHezPMzAtTKQy67pdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHRy2TZJpxnyUy0fchNVwKxX0UKPl9qjmNQ8nb4ehm6rcfuTYiUXc4TnkQ04ESkWAUreQPe3lt0itX3Ko7A1kl3oJU6ifN7wcAaPTKn91+wrKYK2SSGtPx3BSDnGoUTPJJqZsZnlI2ogPesVTRmJsgnx07IedW6ZMo0bYUkpn6eyKnsTHjOLSdMcWhWfam4n9eJ8PoKsiFSjPkis0XRZkkmJDp56QvNGcox5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShzadkQ/CWX14lrVrVc6te06ZxDXMU4RTO4AI8uIQ63EIDfGAg4Ale4NVRzrPz5rzPWwvOYuYY/sD5+AFGspB+</latexit>
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Table 3: Results of crowdfunding project prediction.
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the emotional tendency (Vi ). To evaluate the sentiment classification on unlabeled crowdfunding domain, the review
sentiment is combined with multiple features to do the classification of the final states (i.e., succeed or failed). In order
to achieve this goal, we combine review’s emotional feature
representation (e.g., V1 , V2 ...Vi ) with other represented features of projects as a new feature vector (e.g., X1 , X2 ...Xi ).
Then we use this new feature vector as the input of LSTM
to predict the final states of projects, the details are shown
in Figure 6. For the benchmarks LSTMone , LSTMhatn and
LSTMiatn , Vi is the one-hot vector, the output of HATN and
the output of IATN respectively.
In the crowdfunding dataset1 , there are 12,328 projects
with almost 11,2560 reviews and 20 other kinds of features (e.g., goal, duration and information of owner). Note
that those project’s final states, which are unbalanced, consist of more failed but less successful projects. Therefore,
we adopt various metrics to better evaluate the methods,
i.e., accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. As Table 3
shows, the SVM method without review information performs the worst and the accuracy result is 5.11% lower
than LSTMiatn . LSTMiatn improves the accuracy by 3.20%
and 2.42% than LSTMone and LSTMhatn respectively. Furthermore, the comparisons between LSTMone , LSTMhatn
and LSTMiatn not only show the excellent performance
of LSTMiatn in the project success rate prediction, but
also prove that IATN has a good sentiment classification of
crowdfunding reviews.

Figure 6: The prediction method of crowdfunding project.
V i is the review representation vector.
accurate than “B↔K” task because they have more similar
aspects as shown in Figure 4. Finally, compared with the
benchmark methods, our model shows great improvement
for cross-domain sentiment classification.

Visualization of Attention
In order to validate that our model is able to identify the
impact of aspect on sentiment representation, we visualize
the aspect attention layer in Figure 5. Here we choose four
reviews from the Book domain and DVD domain. Each domain has a positive review and a negative one. The greencolored words in the sentences refer to the aspects. An aspect colored in deeper green means that it gains the heavier
weight through the aspect attention layer than the others.
Figure 5 shows that IATN pays higher word attention to
the domain-shared aspects, such as “story”, “scene”, “plot”
and “character”. Specifically, in the Dvd-neg example, IATN
has assigned heavier weights to “character” and “plot” than
“acting” and “pace”. Here we color the positive words in
red and the negative words in blue by artificial judgment to
highlight the relationship of the aspect to the emotion of the
whole sentence. Although “acting” and “pace” both appear
with positive emotions in this review, but the more effective
aspects “character” and “plot” have received negative emotions. Affected by these more powerful aspects, this review
is finally labeled as negative. In conclusion, the visualization
of attention proves that IATN well models sentences and aspects together, and the concatenated representation of them
is helpful for the cross-domain sentiment classification.

Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the problem of cross-domain in
sentiment classification and proposed IATN model which
considered the information from both sentences and aspects.
Specifically, we aimed to find common features across domains and then extracted information from the aspects with
the help of common features. Additionally, we adopted an
interactive attention learning mechanism for the sentiment
classification, which combined sentences and aspects together. Experiments on Amazon review dataset and crowdfunding dataset clearly verified the effectiveness of IATN.
Since we proposed to study the aspect information in the
cross-domain sentiment classification for the first time, we
hope this work could lead to more researches in the future.

Application Verification in Crowdfunding
As we mentioned above, the further mission of cross-domain
sentiment classification aims to solve the problem of unlabeled domain. However, the training and testing data of
Amazon actually have labels so that the sentiment classification results can be evaluated. Thus, to further verify the
effectiveness of IATN, we design an application on an unlabeled dataset, i.e., the crowdfunding (Zhao et al. 2017b;
Liu et al. 2017) reviews dataset. Specifically, we use Amazon’s labeled reviews data as the source domain, and the
crowdfunding reviews data as the target domain to predict

1
A
specific
website
https://www.indiegogo.com/

5779

for

crowdfunding

platform,
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